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Abstract—For robots to be able to navigate aware of the
human’s presence is really important for robots and it is also
a big step towards the future. This work is on Human-Aware
Navigation. HAN means that the robot is navigating in a safe
way for humans, aware of their presence. A lot has to be taken
into account, even social human rules, that can be represented as
constraints. Different disciplines contribute to a better HAN, like
psychology or anthropology, that study the way humans behave
and behave with each other. This work provides an algorithm that
detects and tracks people. Detection is made with the cooperative
perception of several RGB cameras, a RGB-D camera and Laser
Range Finder. These sensors will be combined in order to obtain
a better estimation of the position of a person. Tracking with a
Kalman Filter with a Nearest Neighbour Joint Probabilistic Data
Association.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a world where humans and robots share the same
environment, for the robots to be able to navigate consciously
of their presence, is really important and is also a big step
towards the future. Navigate consciously may seem a human
term, but that is what robots must do in order not to scare,
disturb or hurt. This is not an easy task and many different
tools contribute to this, like: the navigation itself; the detection
and tracking of humans; and how to react to them. In robotics,
the research field that is dedicated to this study is known as
the Human-Aware Navigation (HAN).

In order to interact with humans being able to speak or
to handle objects is important, but a good navigation system
is also crucial to be able to aproach or avoid people. The
way humans move defines them and the same is applicable
to robots, if they are to “join” the society, and that is where
motion planning appears (planning where, when and how to
go).

To have a good navigation in which the primer concern is
the people around it is necessary to have a good estimation
of where people are and if they are moving, steady, etc.
Following the work from [1], mostly about navigation, this
thesis is focused on cooperative perception to first detect
humans and, then, track them. Cooperative perception means
gathering information from different sources to increase their
confidence.

A. Contributions

In this work we use a network of sensors for the pedestrian
detection and a tracking algorithm to fuse this detections. The
main purpose is joining existing algorithms for the detection
and tracking, to have a good estimation of the people position
and velocity. The goal is to use the pedestrian detection given
by each sensor, which has its own uncertainty, and the fusion
algorithm will lower that uncertainty, giving a better estimation
of someone’s state.

We used the following hardware: four perspective cameras
on the ceiling; one onboard RGB-D camera; and a Laser Range
Finder (LRF), also mounted on the robot. The detection’s
algorithm for the perspective RGB cameras and the RGB-D
camera is the same, using a innovative Deep Learning method
on RGB data. In the on-board RGB-D sensor, the depth data
is used to transform the position from camera coordinates to
world map coordinates. The detection’s algorithm for the LRF
is an AdaBoost method, that classifies laser data into pairs
of legs. As for tracking and sensor fusion, a simple Kalman
Filter(KF) with a Nearest Neighbor Joint Probabilistic Data
Association is used.

The main contributions are the following:
• A framework for robust people detection and tracking

based on several sensors, described before;
• The implementation of the method as a Robotic Operating

System (ROS) package; and
• Several experimental results to validate the proposed

framework with a real platform.

B. Structure

This paper is structured as follows: the second section has
some work done previously on CP; third section presents the
proposed approach(hardware, theoretical and implementation
parts); forth section shows the results obtained; and in the last
section some conclusion of the whole work are drawn and
some future work is suggested.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

In cooperative perception the first step is to detect people
with each one of the sensors separately and, then, make
the fusion of all the information, with a tracking algorithm.



In this section, some work made on this area is presented,
with different combinations of sensors and different tracking
algorithms.

A simple approach is to have a sensor that defines a
ROI and another sensor that works only on that specified
ROI. In [2], two RGB cameras are used, on-board and off-
board the robot. The off-board camera defines the ROI with
background subtraction and blob extraction, and the on-board
camera detects a person on that ROI with HOG features and
a previously trained SVM.

There are other and more interesting approaches for this
work. [3] uses a LRF, justifying that this is more robust
against illumination and has a larger field of view. However,
the LRF is sparse and has no appearance information. As
a result, an RGB-D sensor is used as a complement to
this disadvantages. LRF uses an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering and a classifier for legs. RGB-D data is based on [4],
that was described in the previous section. The fusion of this
sensors is made using a bi-directional Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF). In [5], a LRF for leg detection and a RGB for face
detection are proposed. Leg detection is done b y identifying
typical patterns for different pre-defined leg positions, that
were previously observed. Face detection is based on [6] , in
which several classifiers are used to recognize different parts
of the face, to get a more efficient detection. As the motion
model is non -linear the standart Kalman Filter can not be
used. EKF or Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) must be used
in order to the able to track this kind o f systems. [6] makes a
comparison between both, to find out which one to use. UKF
is the chosen one, since it proves to be more effic ient.

In [7], a LRF and a RGB camera are used but, in this case,
both are pointed down to detect the feet and measure the dis-
tance to them. A geometric-feature-based leg detection is used
on the LRF, but it is only used for moving objects observing
the previously occupied space for several frames. In this work,
the fusion and tracking is made using a particle filter. Also,
in [8] the sensors used are a LRF and a RGB camera. The
LRF detection is based on the assumption that each leg can
be perceived by an arc-like shape, and the diameter of the
arc is close to 70/80mm. Using this assumption, the human
detection is based on couple arch-like segments congregating
in a laser scan, and set the cente r error equal to 40mm.
Camera upper half-body classification uses Adaboost, which
uses a strong classifier from several weak classifiers. As both
calculate the distance to the person, a co-variance intersection
method is used to correct the error of this distance.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

As stated in the first section, the main contribution of this
work is to detect and track people effectively and efficiently,
by fusing data from different sensors in different positions.

The detection problem will be treated separately for each
sensor, describing the sensors choosen and the method asso-
ciated with them. After, the data fusion method (tracker) is
described. However, it is important to situate this work in the

HAN field as a complement of the navigation module, which
was done previously in [1], described next.

A. Previous Work

The main focus of [1] is related to the way robots perceive
people and how to behave when navigate in their environment.
Then, social rules, such as respecting personal spaces or
not frighten someone, are set as constraints. The following
constraints were taken into account:

1) Take least effort path (naturalness);
2) Keep a distance from static obstacles (naturalness);
3) Respect personal spaces (human comfort);
4) Avoid navigating behind sitting humans(human com-

fort);
5) Do not interfere with human-object interactions(human

comfort);
6) Overtake people by the left (social rule);

Also there was a study about the spaces that envolve a
person, proposed in [9] , that can be devided in four different
spaces:

1) Intimate Space: The space reserved for physical interac-
tion, usually with close friends and family, has a radius
of about 0.45m.

2) Personal Space: The space reserved for interaction at
arms length. It comprehends the region from 0.45m to
1.2m from the human.

3) Social Space: The space concerning the distance that
people usually keep from each other in conversations. It
is also the place where interaction can start and stop at
will without causing discomfort in the other party. It is
the space between 1.2m to 3.6m.

4) Public Space: From 3.6m, is the space kept to public
figures and when giving speeches.

The navigation used is and extension of the navigation
stack1 that uses move_base2 package. It is based on
costmaps, that are grid maps which define where the robot
is allowed to navigate, depending on the value of the cells.
Thus, these constraints and personal spaces are included in the
navigation module by changing the costmaps, i.e., changing
the areas the robot can access, or by choosing the path planer
(e.g. first constraint). For the humans, the personal spaces
where modelled as cost functions, included in the costmaps,
around their position in the world. Four different cost functions
are considered: when someone is standing, walking, seated
or something is being handed over. This cost functions are
represented in Fig. 1

It is also important to talk about the interaction sets, that
are used when there is a interaction between a person and
an object, e.g., someone watching TV. The robot should not
interfere with this (fifth constraint), so a circular shape is added
between the person and the object in the costmap.

1http://wiki.ros.org/navigation
2http://wiki.ros.org/move\ base



(a) Standing Costmap (b) Seated Costmap

(c) Walking Costmap (d) Hand Over Costmap

Fig. 1: Cost functions of a person: standing (a), seated (b), walking
(c). (d) is the cost function when something is being handed over to
a person. Reprinted from [1].

B. Hardware

The hardware used in this thesis includes:
• The robot from the project MOnarCH3, MBot, in 2a;
• Four perspective RGB cameras, AXIS P1344, in 2b;
• A RGB-D camera, ASUS Xtion Pro Live, in 2c;and
• A LRF, Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01, in 2d.

C. People Detection

Here are presented the detection methods for RGB and LRF
data.

RGB and RGB-D: The detections on RGB and RGB-D
cameras are done in the same way, only the transformation
from camera frame to map frame is different. In the RGB it
uses a homography to the ground plane (assuming that people
are on the ground) and the RGB-D uses the depth data and a
tf4 transformation.

For the RGB detection an innovative Deep Learning method
that uses a cascade of an Aggregated Channel Features(ACF),
[10], with a Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) is used, pre-
sented in [11]. This method decreases the computational power
by generating proposals with the ACF(non-deep method),
avoiding that the CNN has to search on the entire image. ACF
is a method that uses several channels to compute features.
This features are summed up and AdaBoost is used to train
decision trees for the detections. The CNN is a method that
has 2 main stages of processing, and several parallel layers. On
the first one different filters are applied to the image through
a convolution and a non-linear activation function, to extract
features. On the second stage a non-linear subsampling method
is applied, to reduce the size of the input. After, all layers are
connect and a multinominal regression layers is applied for the

3http://monarch-fp7.eu/
4http://wiki.ros.org/tf

(a) MBot, the robot from MOnarCH project.

(b) RGB-D: ASUS
Xtion Pro Live, placed
on the head of the
MBot.

(c) LRF: Hokuyo URG-
04LX-UG01, placed in
the base of the MBot.

(d) RGB: AXIS P1344.
Placed on the ceiling of
the LRM.

Fig. 2: Fig.s of the robot platform and the sensors used in this thesis,
and their respective positions.

Fig. 3: ROS scheme (topics and nodes) representing the detection
with the leg detector.

final classification, being the final output classifying an image
as a person or not.

In terms of implmentation this method is implementeed in
MATLAB5. There was a need of using the Robotics System
Toolbox6 to comunicate with ROS. The output topic represents
boundingboxes, i.e., rectangles (top left point, width and
height) that say where people are in the image. The bound-
ing boxes are published to /mbot05/boundingboxes_x
where x represents the number of the camera. After receiving
the bounding boxes it is necessary to transform the detection
to the map world.

The cameras’ informations are publish as ROS topics, using
the streaming packages of each of the cameras, and this will
be MATLAB’s inputs.

Fig. 3 shows the ROS scheme of an example of a detection
from one the cameras.

LRF: For LRF data detection a leg detector was used.
Specifically, the approach presented in [12]. This uses Ad-
aBoost for classification, that was trained with laser leg

5https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
6https://www.mathworks.com/products/robotics/



Fig. 4: ROS scheme (topics and nodes) representing the detection
with the leg detector.

reading, which classifies series of laser reading as legs or not.
Then, legs are paired based on a distance constraint.

In terms of implementation it is used the package
leg_detector7 from ROS library. The main
node subscribes to the topic /mbot05/scan,
LRF data, and publishes the detections to
/mbot05/people_tracker_measurements, that
have to be transformed to map frame. Fig. 4 shows the ROS
scheme of the leg detector.

D. People Tracking

As for the tracking/sensor fusion we use Kalman Filter (KF)
with Nearest Neighbour Joint Probabilistic Data Association
(NNJPDA).

Kalman Filter: The KF has three main steps: predict,
associate and update.

The predicted state is calculated, based on the motion model
F (k) and the previous state x̂(k − 1|k − 1), of a track t,

x̂t(k|k − 1) = Ft(k − 1)x̂t(k − 1|k − 1) (1)

After computing the predicted state it is necessary to
associate each detection obtained with the respective target
track, in this case there are several detections belonging to the
same targets and several targets. The method for association
is explained ahead, NNJPDA.

After the association, the update of the state is done as
follows:

x̂t(k|k) = x̂t(k|k − 1) +W (k)v(k) (2)

where W (k) is the Kalman Gain and v(k) is the innovation
or measurement residual,

W (k) =P (k|k − 1)HT (k)S−1(k) (3)
v(k) =z(k)−H(k)x̂t(k|k − 1) (4)

where H(k) is the observation model, S(k) is the innovation
covariance and P (k|k − 1) is the predicted state covariance.

Nearest Neighbour Joint Probabilistic Data Association:
NNJPDA is a so-called hard assignment, in which only
one measurement is assigned to the target, among all the
measurements belonging to that target. This is based on the
Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA). The main feature
of JPDA is calculating the conditional probabilities of the
following joint association events

A(k) =

m⋂
j=1

Ajtj (k) (5)

7ttp://wiki.ros.org/legdetector

where Ajtj (k) is the event that measurement j at time k
originated in target tj .

A model is used for the probability mass function of
the number of false measurements, µF (φ). In this case is
used the Poisson probability mass function (pmf). After some
derivation, presented in [13], the joint association probabilities
of JPDA are

P
{
A(k)|Zk

}
=

1

c

∏
j

{
λ−1ftj [zj(k)]

} τj ∏
t

(P tD)
δj (1−P tD)1−δt

(6)
where c is the normalization constant, P tD is the probably
of detecting target t, τj is the target detection and δt is the
measurement association indicators, Zk is the entire set of
measurements up to time k and ftj is the Gaussian density.

The association probabilities are then calculated by sum-
ming all joint events in which the event of interest occurs, as
follows

βjt(k)
.
= P

{
Ajt(k)|Zk

}
=

∑
A:Ajt∈A

P
{
A(k)|Zk

}
(7)

This probabilities are then used to obtain the combined inno-
vations, of each target, in JPDA

vt(k) =

m(k)∑
j=1

βjt(k)vjt(k)) (8)

where vjt(k) is the innovation of the measurement j with
respect to target t.

For this work’s method, NNJDA, only one probability is
used to calculate the final innovation, and the one to used is
determined using a Maximum A Posteriori(MAP) decision

βtMAP = argmax
j

P
{
Ajt|Zk

}
. (9)

As for the implementation of the tracker KF with NNJPDA
it is done using the Bayes People Tracker8. Using this tracker
it is possible to choose between the UKF or EKF, which with
a constant velocity model (the one used) is the same as using
the KF. It was adapted to use with the detectors described
before. In the configuration file detector.yaml where it
is possible to tune the velocity noise of the tracker and the
detection noise of each detector. The noise of leg detector was
already tunned by default, being 0.2. For the RGB detector
there was a need to tune the noise, heuristically we got 0.3
for the ASUS cameras and 0.1 for the AXIS cameras.

The final step of the tracker module is the inte-
gration with the navigation, i.e., working on the out-
put from the Bayes People Tracker. The output topic is
/people_tracker/people and this topic has the posi-
tions and velocities of all the tracked people. From this in-
formation is obtained the target’s orientation, status (standing,
seated, walking and hand over) and name. These targets have
to be publish as a /hannrs_msgs/people.

8ROS package: bayes_people_tracker



Fig. 5: Map of the environment where the experiments were per-
formed, with the location of the 4 external cameras and the Tv and
the two areas that were defined.

The orientations are computed based on the x and y
velocities of the targets. For the definition of the person’s
status, the velocity is also used by defining a threshold (to
differ between people still and walking). In the case that the
person is still there is two option: either the person is standing
or seated. As the detector is not able to differentiate between a
standing and a seated person, an area in the map was defined as
the sitting area, and that is where the couch is in the European
Robotics League(ERL)9 testbed. The threshold defined was
0.1m/s that was obtained heuristically.

IV. RESULTS

The experiments described in this section were performed at
LRM (Laboratório de Robótica Móvel), in the ISR (Instituto
de Sistemas e Robótica), of Instituto Superior Tcnico, Av.
Rovisco Pais, Lisboa. Fig. 5 shows the map of the environment
that was used for the tests and experiments.

The experiments conducted were the same as in [1], which
show all the features from the oveall work. Next, we describe
in detail the experiments and the respective robot behavior.

Experiment 1 - Avoid People

In this experiment the robot avoids three standing people
that are distributed along the main corridor of LRM, perform-
ing a slalom path to avoid entering in their personal space, as
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6a shows the path planned. In this image, all the people
being tracked are standing and the path is planned around
them. In the second figure, the robot is passing close to the
first person. In Fig. 6c the robot is in between the first and
the second person. After that, the robot is passing close to the
second person, not interfering with his personal space. In Fig.
6e the robot is navigating between the second person and the
third. For the last subfigure the robot is passing by the third
person respecting his personal space, reaching the final goal.

9http://sparc-robotics.eu/the-european-robotics-league/

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 6: The robot should avoid three people along a corridor. There
are several frames of the experiment with images from top to bottom:
of the RViz map, ASUS camera, AXIS 50 camera, AXIS 52 camera
and AXIS 58 camera

Fig. 7: The paths that the robot planned in three tries of avoid
experiment. It is possible to observe that it did a slalom-like path
to avoid the three people.

In Fig. 7 is shown the paths that the robot performed on the
three experiments.

Observing these figures, the conclusion drawn is that this
experiment was done successfully, since the robot fulfilled
the path planned, arriving to the destination goal, without
interfering with the personal space of any of the people.
Anyway, it is also important to notice that in Fig.s 6b, 6b and
6f the LRF leg detector is computing some false positives, that
can be recognized by the green arrows. This is due to the fact
that, in this area, there are a lot of tables, chairs and other
objects.

Experiment 2 - Overtake

Here, the robot will try to overtake a person that is moving
along the main corridor of the LRM. Firstly, both the robot
and the person are steady, so the robot plans the shortest path
(first constraint described in section 3.1), on the right side of
the person. However, when the person starts moving, the robot
must obay the rule that states that it should overtake a person
by the left (sixth constraint), which is done by changing the
persons costmap from standing to walking.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8: The robot should overtake a walking person by the left. There
are several frames of the experiment with images from top to bottom:
of the RViz map, ASUS camera, AXIS 50 camera, AXIS 52 camera
and AXIS 58 camera

Fig. 9: The two different paths planned by the robot for three tries of
the overtake experiment. In red is represented the path planned when
the person is walking and in green is represented the path planned
when the person starts walking.

The first frame (Fig. 8a) shows the robot before planning
and the person standing (waiting for the robot to move). On
the second frame (Fig. 8b) it is shown the first path planned by
the robot, in which the person is not moving yet. Therefore
the shortest path is to pass on the right side of the person.
The costmap of the person changes when he starts moving.
On Fig.s 8c and 8d, the path planned changes, taking into
account that the person should be overtaken by the left. The
last two frames are just showing the robot getting closer to
the person and the final goal.

In Fig. 9 are drawn on the map the two paths from three
tries. The red path represents the first path that was planned,
before the person starts walking. The green path represents the
paths planned after the persons stars walking.

Both Fig.s 8 and 9 prove that the experiment was done
successfully, since de robot planned his paths correctly when
the person was standing and walking. In terms of detection
and tracking the orientation, position and status of the person
are the ones desired, which can be seen by the costmaps in

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 10: The robot should not pass between a person seated on the
couch watching TV. There are several frames of the experiment with
images from top to bottom: of the RViz map, ASUS camera, AXIS
55 camera

the RViz representation.

Experiment 3 - TV

This experiment will show the fifth constraint (described in
section 3.1) in which a robot should not interfere when people
are interacting with objects. In the experiment, firstly, there is
a person seated on the couch and the TV is turned off (no
interaction with objects are happening at that time), so the
robot plan its path taking the shortest one (first constraint),
which includes passing between the person and the television.
When the person turns the TV on there is an interaction (the
person is watching TV), so the robot can no longer pass
between them. Circular costmap appears between the position
of the person and the position of the TV. Thus, the robot has
to replan its path to reach the goal point. The forth constraint
is also used here, shaping the person’s costmap, to ensure that
the robot do not pass really close to someone that is seated.

Fig. 10a shows the first path planned, that is passing
between the TV and the person seated on the couch. Fig. 10b
shows the moment before replanning the path, in which the
TV was already turned on and the Interation Set was
already on the costmap. Therefore, in Fig. 10c the new path
around the couch was already planned. In Fig. 10d the robot is
passing behind the person, but not very close as stated before.
The last figure shows the robot arriving to the final goal.

Fig. 11 shows different paths from three distinct tries. The
red paths represent the first paths planned, between the person
and the TV. The green paths are the final paths, behind the
couch.

What was described before shows that the proposed frame-
work works was expected. The robot behaved how it should,
not interfering with the person watching TV. On the other
hand, we found out that the robustness of the people detection
with they are seated decreases significantly. The fact that
the robot was behind the seated person and this person was
partially occluded by the couch were two of the reasons for
this decrease on the robustness (specially on the detection with
the onboard camera).



Fig. 11: The two different paths planned by the robot for three tries
of the TV experiment. In red is represented the path planned when
the TV is off and in green is represented the path planned when the
TV is on.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 12: The robot should hand over something to a person on the
entrance of the testbed. There are several frames of the experiment
with images from top to bottom: of the RViz map, ASUS camera,
AXIS 58 camera

Experiment 4 - Hand Over

On the last experiment, the robot should approach a person
that is near the door of the testbed to deliver an object. In the
beginning of the task, the robot receives the information that
there is person in the entrance, with a package for delivery10.
The shape of the person’s costmap should then be changed, in
order for the robot to enter the personal space and deliever the
object. To be able to identify the person that is in the entrance,
an area called the “postman area” (Fig. 5) was defined. Thus,
when there is a person standing in this area, the robot know
that this is the person to approach for the delievery.

The first frame (Fig. 12a) shows the robot before the
planning, when the person is still represented as standing.
After, when the goal is given and the path is planned the shape
of the personal space is changed, for the robot to be able to
approach the person closer, as Fig.12b shows. Fig.s 12c and
12d show the robot following the planned path. Fig. 13 shows
the paths (green) of three tries on the map.

This last experiment was also done with good results. The
robot planned to the right position with the right orientation
and the costmap changed in order to be able to enter the
personal area of the person (so it could receive the object).

10The delivery is not part of this work, so the robot will only approach the
person.

Fig. 13: The paths that the robot perform in three tries of the hand
over experiment. It is possible to observe that the robot planned the
path taking into account where to deliever.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work can be separated in three different steps: detect-
ing, tracking and integration with the navigation module.

In terms of detection, an innovative method for pedestrian
detection based on a deep learning was used, on offboard and
onboard cameras. As well as an off-the-shelf method for leg
detection. The deep learning method proved to be very robust
in both cameras, being able to recognize people while moving
and standing with different clothes and color configurations.
From the experimental results, the weakness of this detector is
the seated people. The leg detector proved to be a good tool,
but not very efficient.

For the tracking implementation of the K with and NNJPDA
was used. NNJPDA proved to be good as a data association
method, since it associated several detections as being from
the same target. But it does not really fuse the information of
the sensors, since, in the end, it only chooses one detection
among all of them.

The integration with the navigation is the final objective
that got the results that were shown before. The results were
satisfatory and the robot behaved as it should in every situation
(avoid people, overtake by the left, deliver objects and not
interfere with human-object interactions), navigating human-
aware.

As future work there are three major tasks that would
improve the results of the proposed framework:
• Improve the detector to perform better recognition of

seated people, which is something important in a home
environment. One of the possible improvements would
require retraining the RGB Deep Learning method with
more images from seated people;

• Improve the leg detector. There is two different problem:
The problem of false positives that can be overcome by
restricting the detection area to places where there is an
open space, i.e., a space in which there is not a lof of
tables or chairs; and the problem of false negatives, which
will only solved by testing new leg detectors or in some
way retraining the detector that is being used; and

• Try different data association methods that might output a
mix of all the detections, i.e., actually fuses the detections
to associate with a track and does not only chooses the
best detection to associated with the track.
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